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Abstract
We construct a deformation quantized version (ncKdV) of the KdV equation which
possesses an infinite set of conserved densities. Solutions of the ncKdV are obtained
from solutions of the KdV equation via a kind of Seiberg-Witten map. The ncKdV is
related to a modified ncKdV equation by a noncommutative Miura transformation.
1 Introduction
Field theories on noncommutative spaces and more specifically Moyal deformed space-times,
gained a lot of interest recently because of the appearance of such theories as certain limits
of string, D-brane and M theory (see [1] and the references cited there). In this letter
we apply deformation quantization [2] to a classical integrable model, the KdV equation.
The passage from commutative to noncommutative space-time is achieved by replacing the
ordinary commutative product in the space of smooth functions on R2 with coordinates t, x
by the noncommutative associative (Moyal) ∗-product [2] which is defined by
f ∗ h = m ◦ eϑP/2(f ⊗ h) (1.1)
where ϑ is a real or imaginary constant and
m(f ⊗ h) = f h , P = ∂t ⊗ ∂x − ∂x ⊗ ∂t . (1.2)
An essential ingredient of our deformation of the KdV equation is the concept of a
bicomplex. This is an N0-graded linear space (over R or C) M =
⊕
r≥0M
r together with
two linear maps d, δ : M r → M r+1 satisfying
d2 = 0 , δ2 = 0 , d δ + δ d = 0 . (1.3)
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Associated with a bicomplex is the linear equation
δχ = λ dχ (1.4)
where χ ∈ M0.1 Let us assume that it admits a (non-trivial) solution as a (formal) power
series χ =
∑
m≥0 λ
mχ(m) in λ. The linear equation then leads to
δχ(0) = 0 , δχ(m) = dχ(m−1) , m = 1, . . . ,∞ . (1.5)
As a consequence, J (m+1) = dχ(m) (m = 0, . . . ,∞) are δ-exact. These elements ofM1 should
be regarded as generalized conserved currents (see [3, 4]).
Starting with a certain trivial bicomplex, a dressing (in the sense of [4]) which involves
the ∗-product results in bicomplex equations which are equivalent to a deformed KdV equa-
tion.2 As a consequence of the underlying bicomplex structure, it shares with the classical
equation the property of possessing an infinite set of conservation laws which is a character-
istic property of soliton equations. The same procedure has been applied in [6, 7] to obtain
“quantized” versions of other integrable models.
In section 2 we derive the ncKdV equation and demonstrate the existence of an infinite set
of conservation laws. Section 3 shows how solutions of the KdV equation determine solutions
of the ncKdV equation. This is similar to the Seiberg-Witten map between commutative
and noncommutative gauge field theories [1]. In particular, we find that the one-soliton KdV
solution is also an exact solution of the ncKdV equation. For the KdV two-soliton solution,
however, there are corrections involving the deformation parameter. Several familiar classical
structures generalize to the noncommutative framework. This concerns in particular the
relation between the KdV and the modified KdV equation via the Miura transformation, as
shown in section 4. Finally, section 5 contains some conclusions.
2 The KdV equation in noncommutative space-time
We choose the bicomplex space as M = M0 ⊗ Λ where M0 = C∞(R2) and Λ =
⊕2
r=0 Λ
r
is the exterior algebra of a 2-dimensional vector space with basis τ, ξ of Λ1 (so that τ 2 =
ξ2 = τ ξ + ξ τ = 0). It is then sufficient to define bicomplex maps d and δ on M0 since by
linearity and d(f τ +h ξ) = (df) τ +(dh) ξ (and correspondingly for δ) for smooth functions
f, h they extend to the whole of M .
Let us start with the trivial bicomplex which is given by
df = −fxx ξ + (ft + 4 fxxx) τ (2.1)
δf = fx ξ − 3 fxx τ (2.2)
where a subscript denotes partial differentiation, e.g., fxx = ∂
2
xf with ∂x = ∂/∂x. Now we
apply a dressing [4] to the bicomplex map d,
Df = df + δ(φ ∗ f)− φ ∗ δf
= (−fxx + u ∗ f) ξ + (ft + 4 fxxx − 6 u ∗ fx − 3 ux ∗ f) τ (2.3)
1See [3, 4] for further details and several generalizations.
2See also [5] for a bicomplex treatment of the classical KdV equation.
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where φ is a function and u = φx. Here we used that the partial derivatives ∂x and ∂t are
derivations with respect to the ∗-product. The only nontrivial bicomplex equation is now
D2 = 0 which is equivalent to the noncommutative KdV (ncKdV) equation
ut + uxxx − 3 (u ∗ ux + ux ∗ u) = 0 . (2.4)
The linear system δχ = λDχ associated with the ncKdV equation reads
χx = λ (u ∗ χ− χxx) , χxx = −
1
3
λ (χt + 4χxxx − 6 u ∗ χx − 3 ux ∗ χ) . (2.5)
Now we introduce functions p and q such that
χt = −λ p ∗ χ , χx = λ q ∗ χ (2.6)
assuming that χ is ∗-invertible. From χtx = χxt and (2.6) we find
qt + px − λ (q ∗ p− p ∗ q) = 0 . (2.7)
Using the product [8, 7] defined by
f ⋄ h = m ◦
sinh(ϑP/2)
ϑP/2
(f ⊗ h) (2.8)
this can be written in the form of a conservation law as follows,
wt + (p+ λϑ q ⋄ pt)x = 0 (2.9)
where
w = q − λϑ q ⋄ px . (2.10)
In terms of p and q, the equations (2.5) take the form
q = u− λ qx − λ
2q ∗ q (2.11)
p = qxx + 3 q ∗ q − 6 u ∗ q + λ (5 qx ∗ q + q ∗ qx) + 4 λ
2 q ∗ q ∗ q
= qxx − q ∗ q − 2 u ∗ q + λ (q ∗ q)x (2.12)
where (2.11) has been used twice to simplify the expression for p. Let us expand p and q
into power series in λ,
p =
∞∑
m=0
λm p(m) , q =
∞∑
m=0
λm q(m) . (2.13)
Then (2.11) leads to
q(0) = u , q(1) = −ux (2.14)
3
and
q(m) = −q(m−1)x −
m−2∑
k=0
q(k) ∗ q(m−2−k) (2.15)
for m > 1. From (2.12) we get
p(0) = uxx − 3 u ∗ u , p
(1) = −uxxx + 2 ux ∗ u+ 4 u ∗ ux (2.16)
and
p(m) = q(m)xx − 2 u ∗ q
(m) −
m∑
k=0
q(k) ∗ q(m−k) +
m−1∑
k=0
(
q(k) ∗ q(m−1−k)
)
x
(2.17)
for m ≥ 1. These formulas allow the recursive calculation of the functions p(m) and q(m) in
terms of u and its derivatives. From (2.10) with w =
∑
m≥0 w
(m) we now obtain the following
expressions for the conserved densities,
w(0) = q(0) = u , w(1) = −ux − ϑu ⋄ [uxxx − 3 (u ∗ u)x] (2.18)
w(m) = q(m) − ϑ
m−1∑
k=0
q(k) ⋄ p(m−1−k)x (m ≥ 1) . (2.19)
3 From KdV solutions to ncKdV solutions
In this section we show that every solution of the KdV equation determines a solution of the
ncKdV equation.
Let u′ = ∂u/∂ϑ. Differentiation of (2.4) with respect to ϑ leads to
u′t + u
′
xxx − 3 (u
′ ∗ u+ u ∗ u′)x −
3
2
[ut, ux]x = 0 (3.1)
where
[f, h] = f ∗ h− h ∗ f . (3.2)
Using the identity
3 [ut, ux] = [u, ux]t + [u, ux]xxx − 3 ([u, ux]x ∗ u+ u ∗ [u, ux]x) (3.3)
(3.1) can be rewritten as
zt + zxxx − 3 (z ∗ u+ u ∗ z)x = 0 (3.4)
where
z = u′ −
1
2
[u, ux]x = u
′ −
1
2
[u, uxx] . (3.5)
4
(3.4) is linear in z and homogeneous. It admits the solution z = 0, i.e.,
u′ =
1
2
[u, uxx] . (3.6)
Let us define
um =
∂mu
∂ϑm
∣∣∣∣
ϑ=0
(m ≥ 0) . (3.7)
Lemma. As a consequence of (3.6) we have u2m+1 = 0 for all m ≥ 0 and, for m > 0,
u2m =
m−1∑
k=0
1
22k+1
(
2m− 1
2k + 1
) m−k−1∑
j=0
(
2(m− k − 1)
2j
) 2k+1∑
i=0
(
2k + 1
i
)
(−1)2k−i+1
(
∂it∂
2k−i+1
x u2j
) (
∂2k−i+1t ∂
i+2
x u2(m−k−j−1)
)
. (3.8)
Proof: Using (3.6) and u ∗ uxx − uxx ∗ u = 2m ◦ sinh(ϑP/2) (u⊗ uxx), one finds
∂2m+1u
∂ϑ2m+1
=
∂2m
∂ϑ2m
m ◦ sinh(ϑP/2) (u⊗ uxx)
which implies
u2m+1 =
m−1∑
k=0
(
2m
2k + 1
)
2−(2k+1)m ◦ P 2k+1
∂2(m−k)−1
∂ϑ2(m−k)−1
(u⊗ uxx)
∣∣∣∣
ϑ=0
.
The summands on the rhs all have a factor consisting of an odd number of derivatives with
respect to ϑ acting on u⊗ uxx according to the product rule of differentiation. This results
in a sum of terms each of which has at least one odd derivative of u or uxx as a factor.
Using u′|ϑ=0 = 0 which follows from (3.6), our first assertion follows by induction. A similar
calculation shows that, for m > 0,
u2m =
m−1∑
k=0
2−(2k+1)
(
2m− 1
2k + 1
)m−k−1∑
j=0
(
2(m− k − 1)
2j
)
m ◦ P 2k+1
(
u2j ⊗ u2(m−k−j−1),xx
)
taking u2m+1 = 0 into account. Using the definition of P , we obtain the formula (3.8).
Now we have the following result: to every solution u0 of the classical KdV equation
there is a solution of the ncKdV equation at least as a formal power series in ϑ,
u = u0 +
1
2
ϑ2 u2 +
1
4!
ϑ4 u4 + . . . (3.9)
where the functions u2m, m > 0, have to be defined by (3.8).
3 Hence, (3.6) yields a trans-
formation from the commutative KdV to the noncommutative model which is similar to the
map considered by Seiberg and Witten in [1] (see section 3.1 there, in particular).4
3The solution u is real (if u0 is real), irrespective of whether ϑ is real or imaginary. If ϑ is imaginary,
then ϑ2m = (−1)m|ϑ|2 and the power series is alternating.
4Of course, this map does not exhaust the set of solutions of the ncKdV equation since (3.4) also allows
solutions with z 6= 0.
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Let us consider the one-soliton solution of the classical KdV equation,
u0(x, t) = −2 k
2 sech2(k x− 4 k3 t) (3.10)
where k is a constant. In this case also the “even” coefficients (3.8) all vanish. For example,
u2 =
1
2
(u0,t u0,xxx − u0,x u0,xxt) (3.11)
vanishes since x and t enter the one-soliton solution only through a single linear combination.
One can also use an argument similar to that in [7], section 5, to verify that (3.10) is indeed
an exact solution of the ncKdV equation.
A two-soliton solution of the KdV equation is
u0(x, t) = −12
3 + 4 cosh(2x− 8t) + cosh(4x− 64t)
[3 cosh(x− 28t) + cosh(3x− 36t)]2
(3.12)
(see [9], for example). In this case we get
u2 = 331776
(cosh[3 x− 36 t]− 3 cosh[x− 28 t]) (sinh[3 x− 36 t] + sinh[x− 28 t])2
(cosh[3 x− 36 t] + 3 cosh[x− 28 t])5
(3.13)
with the help of Mathematica5. In particular, the second order ncKdV correction to the
above two-soliton KdV solution does not vanish. Plots of the two-soliton KdV solution
and its ncKdV correction u2, produced with Mathematica, are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
respectively.
For the forth order ncKdV correction to the two-soliton KdV solution we get
u4 =
3
2
(u2,t u0,xxx − u2,x u0,txx + u0,t u2,xxx − u0,x u2,txx)
+
1
8
(u0,ttt u0,xxxxx − 3 u0,ttx u0,txxxx + 3 u0,txx u0,ttxxx − u0,xxx u0,tttxx) (3.14)
which results in a lengthy expression in terms of hyperbolic functions. This function is
plotted in Fig. 3. There is a strong similarity between u2 and u4. The plots show that
u2 and u4 vanish as t → ±∞. Indeed, since an N -soliton solution u0 of the KdV equation
asymptotically (as t → ±∞) separates into single solitons, the ncKdV corrections u2m,
m > 0, tend to zero by (3.8) and the properties of a single soliton solution.
4 Noncommutative Miura transformation and noncom-
mutative modified KdV equation
An obvious analogue of the classicalMiura transformation in the noncommutative framework
is
u = vx + v ∗ v . (4.1)
5Mathematica is a registered trademark of Wolfram Research. See also [10].
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With its help one finds
ncKdV(u) = (ncmKdV(v))x + v ∗ (ncmKdV(v)) + (ncmKdV(v)) ∗ v (4.2)
where ncKdV(u) stands for the left hand side of (2.4) and
ncmKdV(v) = vt + vxxx − 3 (v ∗ v ∗ vx + vx ∗ v ∗ v) . (4.3)
Hence, if v solves the noncommutative modified KdV (ncmKdV) equation
ncmKdV(v) = 0 (4.4)
then u solves the ncKdV equation. Differentiation of the Miura transformation with respect
to ϑ leads to
u′ = v′x + v
′ ∗ v + v ∗ v′ +
1
2
[vt, vx] (4.5)
so that (3.5) translates to
v′ =
1
2
([v ∗ v, vxx]− [v, vx ∗ vx]) + r (4.6)
where
z = rx + r ∗ v + v ∗ r . (4.7)
Differentiating (4.4) with respect to ϑ, a lengthy calculation shows that the resulting equation
is satisfied as a consequence of (4.6) with r = 0. This means that we have a construction of
ncmKdV solutions from mKdV solutions in complete analogy to the ncKdV case treated in
the previous section.
Instead of the noncommutative Miura transformation we can consider the analogue of
the Gardner transformation (cf [9])
u = q + λ qx + λ
2 q ∗ q (4.8)
which is precisely our equation (2.11). Then one finds
ncKdV(u) =
(
1 + λ ∂x + λ
2 {q, ·}
)
ncKdV(q;λ) (4.9)
where {f, h} = f ∗ h+ h ∗ f and
ncKdV(q;λ) = qt + qxxx − 3 (q ∗ q)x − 3 λ
2 (q ∗ q ∗ qx + qx ∗ q ∗ q) . (4.10)
As a consequence, u satisfies the ncKdV equation if q is a solution of the noncommutative
generalized KdV equation
ncKdV(q;λ) = 0 . (4.11)
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Using the identity
3 (q ∗ q ∗ qx + qx ∗ q ∗ q) = 2 (q ∗ q ∗ q)x + [q, [q, qx]] (4.12)
and (2.8), the latter equation can be rewritten in the form of a conservation law as follows,
w˜t + (qxx − 3 q ∗ q − 2 λ
2 q ∗ q ∗ q + λ2ϑ qt ⋄ [q, qx])x = 0 (4.13)
where
w˜ = q − λ2ϑ qx ⋄ [q, qx] . (4.14)
This expression is different from the conserved density w given in (2.10). However, w˜ and w
must be equal up to a total x-derivative.
5 Conclusions
We obtained a (Moyal) deformed version of the KdV equation which lives on a noncom-
mutative space-time and which shares with its classical version the property of having an
infinite set of conserved densities, a characteristic feature of soliton equations and (infinite-
dimensional) integrable models. Indeed, the soliton structure of the KdV equation is es-
sentially preserved under the deformation so that the ncKdV equation is a very concrete
example of a “noncommutative soliton equation”. More precisely, given a solution of the
KdV equation, there is a prescription how to calculate from it a corresponding solution of
the ncKdV equation order by order in ϑ. In particular, the one-soliton solution of the KdV
equation is also an exact solution of the ncKdV equation (without ϑ-corrections). For the
two-soliton solution, corrections of even order in the deformation parameter ϑ arise from
the ncKdV equation which lead to modifications in the strong interaction region of the soli-
tons. In principle, such modulations could be observed in a physical system. Furthermore,
it is quite surprising that the relation between the KdV and the mKdV equation via the
Miura transformation, as well as the construction of conserved densities via the Gardner
transformation passes over to the noncommutative equations.
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Figure 1: Plot of the two-soliton KdV solution. More precisely, the plot shows −u0.
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Figure 2: Plot of the second order ncKdV correction u2 to the two-soliton KdV solution.
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Figure 3: Plot of the forth order ncKdV correction u4 to the two-soliton KdV solution.
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